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**Welcome**

Though my high school days are far behind me I can’t help but get the fluttering of butterflies in my stomach when someone mentions ‘prom’. When our Year 10 and 12 formals are spent fretting over heavily hairsprayed hairdos and sneaking in booze, the Roundhouse version is sure to be a little less stressful and far more outlandish. Of course, what’s a prom without someone to share the magic? We’ve got some Grade A tips for schmoozing your data on page 8, plus all the inspiration you could ever need with our Top 5 prom flicks on page 17.

Also among the mix of heady spring days and swing dancing is a Roundhouse deathmetal gig (page 12), alternative entertainment at the Sydney Fringe Festival (page 14), the most adventurous club on campus (page 18) and synth songwriter Kellie Sutherland from Architecture in Helsinki (page 6).

If pretty-in-pink at prom aint your bag, never fear, we’ve got something for you too. We deconstruct theantiprom.com (page 10) which warns parents of the ‘social and sinister’ nature of prom, while Mary Azzi continues the criticism with her take on The Bechdel Movie Test – intrigued? Head to page 15.

That’s all from me; see you at the prom! I’ll be the one in the hideously puffy dress.

True story: my friend got kicked out of a bar a few weeks ago for wearing a corsage.

Now that I’ve got your attention, let’s talk shop. True story: my friend got kicked out of a bar a few weeks ago for wearing a corsage.

I present to you, Arc’s mission *drum roll*…

"Maximising the support, engagement and development of UNSW students!"

Our mission means that our priorities will be dedicated to serving you – our much loved students. We’re going to make sure that we give you the best university experience ever. More events, more advocacy, more opportunities, more cheap deals – it’s all for you!

Our mission means that our priorities will be dedicated to serving you – our much loved students. We’re going to make sure that we give you the best university experience ever. More events, more advocacy, more opportunities, more cheap deals – it’s all for you!

So, when you’re wearing your puffy dresses, cringing at Rebecca Black’s ‘Prom Night’ song and tearing up the dancefloor like it’s Year 12 all over again – remember that it’s all because your student organisation, Arc, has got you covered in the fun department for the rest of your uni days!

Our mission means that our priorities will be dedicated to serving you – our much loved students. We’re going to make sure that we give you the best university experience ever. More events, more advocacy, more opportunities, more cheap deals – it’s all for you!

So, when you’re wearing your puffy dresses, cringing at Rebecca Black’s ‘Prom Night’ song and tearing up the dancefloor like it’s Year 12 all over again – remember that it’s all because your student organisation, Arc, has got you covered in the fun department for the rest of your uni days!
Baz Luhrmann’s take on The Great Gatsby starts filming in Sydney this week – so keep your eyes peeled for the likes of Leo DiCaprio.

Flea Markets on campus all day Wednesday – because who wants to get up at 9am on a Sunday?

Mid-Session break – finally!

Sydney born-and-bred footballer Harry Kewell playing for Melbourne Victory – where’s your home pride buddy?

Incomplete South Park Season 14 box sets – what’s with the censoring? Yet another reason to watch online.

Prom wallflowers – get some Dutch courage in ya and bust a move!
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Wise Words On Dancing

Dancing is the perpendicular expression of a horizontal desire
– ANON

Never trust a spiritual leader who cannot dance
– MR. MITAOSI, THE NEXT KARATE KID

Do you think dyslexic people have difficulty dancing to YMCA?
– DAVE SOKOLOWSKII (ACTOR)

I grew up with six brothers. That’s how I learned to dance – waiting for the bathroom
– BOB HOPE

I think I can beat Usher on the dance floor
– CHRIS BROWN

When Wingdings just won’t cut it, say it in llama! Just enter your text and charming cartoon llamas will translate it – too cute!

www.llamafont.com

Use your Smartphone to scan and read this QR code!

Win an iPad 2

Visit RB Australia online and play our exciting game Turbo Racer for your chance to win! Go to...

www.RB.com/Careers/Australia-NewZealand

Ick www.llamafont.com

When Wingdings just won’t cut it, say it in llama! Just enter your text and charming cartoon llamas will translate it – too cute!

www.llamafont.com

Use your Smartphone to scan and read this QR code!
Since the release of their fourth album, Moment Bends, earlier this year Architecture in Helsinki have been pretty busy; they’ve played 45 shows around the world in two months and are about to embark on another run of Australian gigs. Oh, and they’re named after Finland’s capital city – who said Australian music wasn’t internationalised? Blitz spoke with singer and synth-player extraordinaire Kellie Sutherland about her band’s name, jet setting and the fantastically strange music they make.

**Is there anything exciting for Architecture in Helsinki coming up?**

We’re looking forward to an Australian summer!

---

**You change your style from album to album, is that deliberate?**

I think so; that’s been a very natural thing for us. We made Places Like This (2007) when we just finished a really big tour, so it was more like an exorcism of ideas than a massage out of concepts, whereas making Moment Bends we were back home and able to take our time.

---

**You’re renowned for your wacky lyrics; is it pointless to try and find a meaning in Architecture in Helsinki songs?**

There are many, many meanings; Cameron [Bird, the lead singer] writes the lyrics, and I know that his intention is not to have anything narrative or make it about him or his experience in life. People who listen to the music are meant to interpret his ideas and make them mean something.

---

**You seem to be touring everywhere lately…**

It’s been really great – in between Vivid and Splendour we were in the US and Europe for two months and had a really great time. [The album] has been getting a really good response everywhere and when we played Splendour it was amazing to have so many people singing along and really feeling it.

**Legend has it that the name Architecture in Helsinki came from randomly cutting words out of a newspaper; was Finland worth the hype when you played there in 2007?**

When we played our first show there it was a very strange experience, in that it was like a home away from home that we’d never been to before. I think people in Helsinki take it as a compliment; also, the architecture is actually quite famous so it was all fortuitous.

---

**Your Melbourne studio, Buckingham Palace, is named after Fleetwood Mac’s Lindsey Buckingham; tell us about that.**

I think Fleetwood Mac is the one band we’re all fans of, and he just has a sense of romance, so it seems fitting that Lindsey, as a representative of the band, was there watching us make the album. He doesn’t know it, but he was there.

---
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Brush off your tux and puff up those sleeves, coz prom is coming to the Roundhouse this Thursday!

For many, the prom is glorious: a night of imagined romance, glamour and fantasy, exalted in countless pop culture references, and after it’s over looked back on with deep (sometimes nauseous) nostalgia. However, for plenty of people, prom is actually pretty scary. First of all, you have to work up the courage in your adolescent gut to ask a date; then there are ‘anti-proms’ and right-wing parental groups, such as the anti-prom.com, that describe prom as a ‘social and sinister’ event, listing ‘warning signs’ for concerned parents. It’s not that creepy...

Living quarters, but you could try asking for intimate contact with the person’s sea, would you be my prom date?”

Some goldfish, then running them a bath numbers. One website recommends buying YouTube. Nice.

He got a Maxim model to be his date via smart use of the world-wide web when Colorado school-kid Conner Cordova made GO BIG

Offer to buy the person a drink, write Aka the Roundhouse Happy Hour special. BIG can be impressive, and speaks of confidence – reputedly what the ladies...

They stroll down the Main Walkway. Guys: stride right up and ask the girl they want someone to have fun with. The essence of femininity encapsulated right there.

They stalked down the Man Walkway.

Cheapskate.

Aka the Roundhouse Happy Hour special. Offer to buy the person a drink, write them their exclusive invite and give it to them. Done.

Go Big.

Big can be impressive, and speaks of confidence – reputedly what the ladies...

Yes, right up and ask the girl while in a big group, or better yet, grab a megaphone and pop the question while they stroll down the Man Walkway.

Go Viral.

Coloreda school-kid Connor Cordova made smart use of the world-wide web when he got a Maxim model to be his data via YouTube. Nice.

Fork Out.

For absurdly rich folks, strength is in numbers. One website recommends buying some goldfish, then running them a bath with a sign saying, “Out of all the fish in the sea, would you be my prom date?”

Stalkerish.

This may be taking it too far unless you have intimate contact with the person’s living quarters, but you could try asking for a date via glow-in-the-dark paint on their ceiling. It’s not that creepy.

Daft Punk Proms Around the World

AMERICA AND CANADA

Prom Central: Be glad you’re not in Alabama, though, where a new law has prevented all non-legal residents (including immigrants) from attending proms. The ceremony always takes place at the same time of year as the German invasion of Russia in WWII. The ceremony always begins with the laying of wreaths to those fallen in the Great Patriotic War, and dancing must start with the school waltz.

Home-School Prom

But what about those that don’t go to school? The past couple of years home-school proms have sprung up, in which anyone from the district is welcome to attend. Asking a date – a bit more difficult.

DRESS TO IMPRESS

The first gem of advice is that you should Dress your very best. It recommends ‘brining flowers’, despite a caveat that ‘some people can find them clichéd’. Amazingly helpful!

The Horizontal Tangos

So now you’re looking scrapping hot and your data has her sniffer in a bunch of roses, what to do at the prom? ‘Don’t be afraid to ask her to dance’ says Wikihow reassuringly because most girls really don’t care if you’re good or not, they just want someone to have fun with.

The essence of femininity encapsulated right there.

Back Up.

Also blokes, remember that prom night ‘isn’t meant to be completely about romance’, and not to get disillusioned if it ‘doesn’t work out’ (or you drank too many cocktails).

However, do make ‘plans ahead of time’; if driving your date, remember to ‘gas the car’. Um, ok? I don’t think it’s really necessary to kill her just because it doesn’t work out.

You and your guest are cordially invited to UNSW’s Prom to be held on Thursday 1st September from 5pm At the Roundhouse Establishment

Entertainment includes: swinging jazz cats. The Higginbothams Super Swing Band, jiving Blues and Roots group Bonjah, as well as DJ’s Anna Lorenzo, Jon Local, Anjoule and Any Now.

Dress: Formal, black ties, cummerbunds and ¬

Masses of tulle encouraged.

Are Members free all night • After 8pm UNSW students $5 • All others $10

Making the Most of Prom Night: Wikihow’s Guide to Being a Good Prom Date (For Guys)

Wikihow is a treasure trove of knowledge for all the wonderful secrets of the universe, and prom is thankfully not exempt from the bandwagon of awesomeness. Blitz knows many men will be in a sticky spot this upcoming prom night, so we looked over this article and its pointers.

To work up the courage in your adolescent gut to ask for a date, remember to ‘gas the car’. Um, ok? I don’t think it’s really necessary to kill her just because it doesn’t work out.

The essence of femininity encapsulated right there.
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EXPOSED!
THE DANGERS OF PROM
Blitz investigates the sinister side of socializing

A recent report in America by the National Anti-Prom Media Campaign has exposed a scandalous ‘common social problem’: prom. Attending prom, it claims, will put your teen’s ‘entire life at stake’, risking ‘irreversible damage [to] their minds and bodies’. It will leave them a ‘fractured individual fearing the world’, possibly even causing such outrageous actions as watching network television, dating, marriage and non-platonic love.

Concerned parents can head to their website, theantiprom.com, which provides information on the ‘signs and symptoms’ of potential prom attendees such as:

• Additional friends of the opposite sex
• Telephone use
• Hidden dresses (girls only)
• Change in hairstyle or personal grooming
• Hidden roses in the closet

The fretting parent is reminded that it’s ‘critical to address the problem’, or the situation will ‘quickly spiral downwards’. The website advises that an appointment with a psychiatrist should be scheduled immediately ‘to correct this deviant behaviour’, and parents should consider ‘involving them in anti-social activities that will keep them busy’.

theantiprom.com provides further helpful social science advice, such as the proclamation that ‘society is an extremely addictive phenomenon. Most children succumb in their early years, typically by kindergarten’. Shocking!

To support their views, they invoke big, hyphenated names that seem to exist only on their website, such as the Partnership for a Prom-Free America, American Academy of Anti-Socialization and White House Office of National Prom Comed Policy (clearly Obama’s involved).

So be warned: prom will be a night of peril, attend at your own risk.

> ANDREW BLACKIE

SUICIDE SILENCE
US Metal Ravages the Roundhouse

For the uninitiated, ‘extreme metal’ describes a cornucopia of bands that have clearly spent too long thinking up a name as disgusting as possible. There is Cannibal Corpse, Misery Index. Obtained Enslavement, Dying Fetus, and a small German one-man band by the zingly name of Eat My F-ck - and they sound as likely to shred your ribcage as their guitars.

The band has toured successfully on the Mayhem Festival and Pedal to the Metal circuits, and won an award from Revolver magazine for best new talent. Lead vocalist Mitch Lucker describes their new album as ‘a record for everybody’. Well no, that’s not true – death metal can’t be everybody’s cup of tea, after all. But there is something about metal that either connects with you on the primal level or it doesn’t, for this gig, you’ll either know instinctively this is a must-see performance, band of Anti-Socialization and White House Office of National Prom Comed Policy (clearly Obama’s involved).enjoymetal.org is an extremely addictive phenomenon. Most children succumb in their early years, typically by kindergarten’. Shocking!
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So be warned: prom will be a night of peril, attend at your own risk.
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WED AUG 31

Student Liaison Meeting with The Vice-Provost. Professor Joan Cooper 12pm.

COFA Soccer Practice 12pm.

Blockhouse Discussion of the issues that are questions about UNSW and student life.

COFA Practice 12pm.

Blockhouse Chat and dinner.

Veggie Soc Lunches 12-2pm.

Blockhouse Yin and Yang. Midweek meditation.

In the Studio, Blockhouse.

Yoga 3-4pm.

Blockhouse Beware the pool sharks.

Kpop Dance Workshop 4-6pm.

Dance Studio, Blockhouse.


THU SEP 1

Thoughtful Foods Co-Op 10.30am-1.30pm.

Blockhouse Food for those with thought.

Films Market 11pm.

Blockhouse Snatch up a bargain and feast on a sausage sizzle at 7pm.

Pottery Studio Induction 12.30pm.

COFA, Blackhouse Come along and learn the ropes (or wheelbarrow of pottery).

SRC Welfare Collective Meeting 1pm.

Blackhouse, East Wing Watch Movies. Drink. The Klage Der Kasperin (The Lament of the Emperor).

COFA Common Room Process 1 to 9.30pm.

COFA Common Room Food for the first film by innovative and influential choreographer Pina Bausch.

Honours Projects 2011

1-2pm.

Myers Studio COST: FOR ALL MEMBERS.

1-2pm.

Myers Studio COST: FOR ALL MEMBERS.

1-2pm.

Myers Studio COST: FOR ALL MEMBERS.

1-2pm.

Myers Studio COST: FOR ALL MEMBERS.

3-4pm.

COFA, E109, Level 1, E Black Stretch and de-stress with yoga guru Jess (Kikin).

COST: FOR ALL MEMBERS, $5 FOR OTHERS.

THU SEP 1

Professional Lecture: ‘Recycling explosives, provenance and infiltration’

With Professor Jeremy Stain 4-6pm.

LURS, Wallace Wood Building.

COST: FOR ALL MEMBERS.
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Thank God You’re Here and Spicks and Specks.

When: So You Think You Can Dance, the ARIA Awards and Australian Idol.

Where: Preston.

You don’t have to be on the alternative

 scenarios. A nice, mainstream way of breaking the

tweets are then used as inspiration for improvised

thoughts couldn’t exist without your addiction. Audience

by visiting the theatre? Think again! This show

T

AROUND TOWN: WHAT’S ON SYDNEY

THEATRE

You can’t afford to go to Cirque du Soleil, this

is your affordable alternative. Promising to be

visually, physically and emotionally spellbinding.

Earth Angel combines dance and aerial circus

routines to portray the intense battle of Light

versus Dark. If you’re not already impressed,

the choreographer is Marko Paniczi who has

impressive TV and performance credits such as

So You Think You Can Dance, the ARIA Awards and

Australian Idol.

Where: Seymour Centre

When: Sept 20-24 6pm, Sept 24-28 7pm

COCKTAIL

EARTH ANGEL

Click to order now

CLEAN AND TIDY

GIRL

When: Factory Theatre

Where: Sept 14-17 8pm 8.30pm

WHAT'S ON!

NIGHT OUT

WIN FREE TICKETS TO ALL COMING EVENTS

Wanna get your mitts on a double pass to every Black Covered? Head to www.facebook.com/blackblacktuesday to find out how

VIEWER INTERVIEW

HEATH FRANKLIN VS. CHOPPER

You’ve seen him on The Ronnie Johns Halifax Hour, Thank God You’re Here and Spicks and Specks. If you can’t get enough of Chopper – or Heath Franklin, the man behind the mask – the show’s title indicates something of a split personality that will include both. The multiple personalities continue with Franklin as Bazza O’Grady and Matt Preston. Now that’s our kind of MasterChef.

Where: Factory Theatre

When: Sept 14-17 8pm 8.30pm

COST $20

> MARY AZZI

FILM/DIGITAL MEDIA

5TH ANNUAL SYDNEY UNDERGROUND FILM FESTIVAL

SUTF will screen a selection of short films and features over a massive weekend, where independent, experimental and art house films from around the world will be screened.

Workshops will focus on the making of films and will be presented by filmmakers and industry professionals.

Where: Factory Theatre

When: Sept 21-27 11am-8pm

COST FROM $50 SUNDAY to $140 SATURDAY

VARIETY HOUR

EVERY BASE COVERED

Four actors and a stationary pole present an energetic barrage of short plays and original music. Be hit on by a sticky customer, surrounded by an obese man and dumped by your imaginary girlfriend all in one tightly packed hour. Entertaining, thought provoking and crammed to the gills with sharp, observed humour - Every Base Covered, as its title implies, covers every base.

Where: SideTrack Theatre, 142 Addison Rd, Marrickville

When: Sept 17-16, 6pm

COST $15/$22, BOOK ON NOV 14

FILM/MOVIE

COST: $9

The Bechdel Test

For some of us, the idea of going to prom hand in hand with a date may be a little passé, but is it really that surprising considering the way the archetypal male-female dynamic is

evenly subordinated in film since 1985?

These are the requirements for The Bechdel Test, a film has at least two

women talking to each other in a scene.

When: First date.

Where: Anywhere.

They’re down there and they talk to each other — whoa! Now this is something. Who’s your favorite couple?

Who is your favorite couple?

LISTEN

Gin, Calling All Cars with Boy in a Box and Red Coats

Fri Sept 2, 8pm

at Oxford Art Factory, 36-40 Oxford St, Darlinghurst

COST $9

Calling All Cars release their new single ‘Reptile’; support from Boy in a Box and Red Coats.

FLICKS THAT FAIL

Transformers: Megan Fox, what a pretty face. Shame you’re stuck with Shia Labeouf and a bunch of lazy robots for the entire film. The only interaction Fox has with another female is introducing herself as ‘Samantha’

The Green Hornet: There may be two named women in this movie, but the only reason one of them exists is so Seth Rogen can forget her name after sex. Classy.

The Town: Almost every conversation seems to revolve around Ben Affleck’s character. Then again, he is the director.

How many movies have you seen that pass the test?

> MARY AZZI

ELLS THAT PASS

June: There’s an upside to teen pregnancy; this proves the Bechdel test but fails it in reverse, which is a rarity.

Legally Blonde: The plot might be about a girl trying to get her guy back, but conversation is not always about the boy. We whizzed by with fatigued judge, female victim and female defendant.

Bridesmaids: While many conversations in this movie mention the wedding, there is an abundance of topics discussed, from flight anxiety to acid free BIOS.

ELLS THAT FAIL

Juno: There’s an upside to teen pregnancy; this proves the Bechdel test but fails it in reverse, which is a rarity.

FLICKS THAT PASS

The plot might be about a girl trying to get her guy back, but conversation is not always about the boy. We whizzed by with fatigued judge, female victim and female defendant.

Bridesmaids: While many conversations in this movie mention the wedding, there is an abundance of topics discussed, from flight anxiety to acid free BIOS.

FLICKS THAT FAIL

Juno: 2007. There’s an upside to teen pregnancy; this proves the Bechdel test but fails it in reverse, which is a rarity.

LEGALLY BLONDE

2001. The plot might be about a girl trying to get her guy back, but conversation is not always about the boy. We whizzed by with fatigued judge, female victim and female defendant.

BRIDESMAIDS

2011. While many conversations in this movie mention the wedding, there is an abundance of topics discussed, from flight anxiety to acid free BIOS.

HOW MANY MOVIES HAVE YOU SEEN THAT PASS THE TEST?

> MARY AZZI

How many movies have you seen that pass the test?

> MARY AZZI

JUNO

Two women are talking to each other — whoa! Now this is something. Who’s your favorite couple?

Who is your favorite couple?

LISTEN

Gin, Calling All Cars with Boy in a Box and Red Coats

Fri Sept 2, 8pm

at Oxford Art Factory, 36-40 Oxford St, Darlinghurst

COST $9

Calling All Cars release their new single ‘Reptile’; support from Boy in a Box and Red Coats.

FLICKS THAT FAIL

Transformers: Megan Fox, what a pretty face. Shame you’re stuck with Shia Labeouf and a bunch of lazy robots for the entire film. The only interaction Fox has with another female is introducing herself as ‘Samantha’

The Green Hornet: There may be two named women in this movie, but the only reason one of them exists is so Seth Rogen can forget her name after sex. Classy.

The Town: Almost every conversation seems to revolve around Ben Affleck’s character. Then again, he is the director.

How many movies have you seen that pass the test?

> MARY AZZI

ELLS THAT PASS

June: There’s an upside to teen pregnancy; this proves the Bechdel test but fails it in reverse, which is a rarity.

Legally Blonde: The plot might be about a girl trying to get her guy back, but conversation is not always about the boy. We whizzed by with fatigued judge, female victim and female defendant.

Bridesmaids: While many conversations in this movie mention the wedding, there is an abundance of topics discussed, from flight anxiety to acid free BIOS.
What is the floral emblem of NSW?

How many friends does the average Facebook user have?

What is the second most common element in the Sun after hydrogen?

What is Sangfroid?

Sangfroid – sang-frâwe, noun; freedom from agitation or excitement of mind; coolness in trying circumstances, from French, literally meaning “cold blood.”

Use it in a sentence: “Despite the raging party, the Jupiter kids maintained their sangfroid and stayed at the back of the room discussing Jack Kerouac and Wes Anderson movies.”

1. NEVER BEEN KISSED (1999)

Apparently it’s never too late to go to prom – just go back to high school as an undercover teenager to cover a story for the Chicago Sun-Times. Of course, Jose, the journalist was a total nerdburger the first time round so now she gets to see things from a different perspective.

2. NOT ANOTHER TEEN MOVIE (2001)

This flick parodies just about every teen movie you can think of, which, of course, ends in prom night complete with song and dance routines. Will nerd-turned-hottra Janie go to prom with Will jock-turned-romantic Jake, or get to the airport in time? Cliches and comedy abound.

3. CARRIE (1976)

Carrie, a shy, overlooked girl with a strict, Catholic mother, cracks just as things turn around and she’s about to be crowned Prom Queen. Her telekinetic powers take over when her peers make her very very angry and things get bloody.


Napoleon is your average geek who just wants to fit in. Luckily, he gets his chance when his new best friend Pedro runs for class president. Will this be enough to make his prom night a success? Nota to next year’s SRC nominees: watch this course, ends in prom night complete with song and dance routines. Who will jock-turned-romantic Jake, or get to the airport in time? Cliches and comedy abound.

5. GREASE (1978)

“Uh Well-a-well-a-well-a...” a movie from the 70s transports us back to the fifties, the proms hayday, when hemlines were long and hair was gravy. The chicks are acne, Ringo Starr and the studs are cruisin’ for a bruisin’.

Find as many words as you can in the square. Each word must be at least four letters long and include the middle letter, plurals allowed. Each letter can only be used once.

For solutions visit www.sudoku-puzzles.net (Medium (135437103))

Win a $20 UNSW Bookshop Voucher!

Email your words to blitz@arc.unsw.edu.au by 5pm 2nd September to win a $20 UNSW Bookshop Voucher.

Congratulations to the Week 5 winner, Jonette Alequizola!
Blitz gets down and dirty with Arc delegate David Shi from the Adventurer’s Society

What’s so adventurous about the Adventurer’s Society?

Our namesake may portray us as something along the lines of a Bear Grylls appreciation society. While we all aspire to be as great and adventurous as long as we are nowhere near as hard core.

Our society is more of a fun-filled, easy-going physical recreational society. People from all levels of fitness are welcome!

What kind of activities can members get involved in? A lot of mountain climbing...

So far this year we have done weekly rock climbing, a hike and camp, kayaking, dinners and Nerf Wars (mock battles with foam blasters).

Why should students join ADSOC?

We offer an outlet for students – something to keep your mind off the strain of uni life. Thanks to Arc and our sponsors, we are able to offer and deliver great activities for a discounted price. With weekly rock climbing for instance, we are able to offer a discount of up to $7 off normal entry prices.

What’s the most adventurous activity the society has organised?

As Australia’s rugged bushland is known for harbouring a number of hazards, including serial killers, drop bears and hoop snakes, we would have to say that our hike/camp earlier this year at the Royal National Park was probably our most adventurous activity to date. Our least dangerous event would be our Adventurous Eating series, where we pretty much gorged ourselves on raw sea urchins, spicy chicken hearts and chilli chorizos, all of which were very delicious indeed!

What’s the mix of students like?

Right now we have just under 250 registered members, representing a healthy mix of adventurous-minded students ranging from engineers, architects, journalists, scientists and business students. Anyone from any faculty (or even outside of uni) is more than welcome to join us!

For more details visit: www.arc.unsw.edu.au/about-us

VOLUNTEER

Global Village

Wanna travel overseas with a group of mates? Experience a new culture? Make a real impact for families in need? Global Village sends teams of students to developing nations to lend a helping hand with a local community project. If you’re ready for the trip of a lifetime, apply today at: globalvillage@arc.unsw.edu.au

VOLUNTEER

Anti-Poverty Week

Anti-Poverty Week at UNSW are looking for some top-notch volunteers to help run events in Week 13. If you’ve got 5 hours to spare that week and want to lend a hand contact Xavier O’Haloran at xjo@unsw.edu.au with your expression of interest.

JOB

Travel Brand Promoter

If you’re got energy and enthusiasm by the bucketload, previous promotional experience and fancy being paid in $600 worth of travel vouchers, get your CV and cover letter in today! Contact lisa.colender@arc.it

OPPORTUNITY

SRC NOMINATIONS CLOSE SOON!

Deadline: Monday, Sept 5, 4pm
Make the most out of your time at uni, you aren’t here for long!
Check out all the details at: www.arc.unsw.edu.au/about-us/arc-board/elections

For more Jobs and Opportunities head to: jobs.arc.unsw.edu.au

BLOG

What kind of activities can members get involved in? A lot of mountain climbing...

So far this year we have done weekly rock climbing, a hike and camp, kayaking, dinners and Nerf Wars (mock battles with foam blasters).

Why should students join ADSOC?

We offer an outlet for students – something to keep your mind off the strain of uni life. Thanks to Arc and our sponsors, we are able to offer and deliver great activities for a discounted price. With weekly rock climbing for instance, we are able to offer a discount of up to $7 off normal entry prices.

What’s the most adventurous activity the society has organised?

As Australia’s rugged bushland is known for harbouring a number of hazards, including serial killers, drop bears and hoop snakes, we would have to say that our hike/camp earlier this year at the Royal National Park was probably our most adventurous activity to date. Our least dangerous event would be our Adventurous Eating series, where we pretty much gorged ourselves on raw sea urchins, spicy chicken hearts and chilli chorizos, all of which were very delicious indeed!

What’s the mix of students like?

Right now we have just under 250 registered members, representing a healthy mix of adventurous-minded students ranging from engineers, architects, journalists, scientists and business students. Anyone from any faculty (or even outside of uni) is more than welcome to join us!

For more details visit: www.arc.unsw.edu.au/about-us

VOLUNTEER

Global Village

Wanna travel overseas with a group of mates? Experience a new culture? Make a real impact for families in need? Global Village sends teams of students to developing nations to lend a helping hand with a local community project. If you’re ready for the trip of a lifetime, apply today at: globalvillage@arc.unsw.edu.au

VOLUNTEER

Anti-Poverty Week

Anti-Poverty Week at UNSW are looking for some top-notch volunteers to help run events in Week 13. If you’ve got 5 hours to spare that week and want to lend a hand contact Xavier O’Haloran at xjo@unsw.edu.au with your expression of interest.

JOB

Travel Brand Promoter

If you’re got energy and enthusiasm by the bucketload, previous promotional experience and fancy being paid in $600 worth of travel vouchers, get your CV and cover letter in today! Contact lisa.colender@arc.it

OPPORTUNITY

SRC NOMINATIONS CLOSE SOON!

Deadline: Monday, Sept 5, 4pm
Make the most out of your time at uni, you aren’t here for long!
Check out all the details at: www.arc.unsw.edu.au/about-us/arc-board/elections

For more Jobs and Opportunities head to: jobs.arc.unsw.edu.au
GROUP THERAPY
ABOVE & BEYOND

Bust a move when Above & Beyond tour Australia in September. Only one way to find out…

For those familiar with this British trance act, Group Therapy will yield few surprises. The synths are ubiquitous and the vocals cheesy but there’s a reason these guys are ranked among the top DJs in the world. Momentum builds over 15 tracks ranging from basic pop melodies to some worthy dance beats, with a mix of male and female vocals as well as some decent samples thrown in the mix.

My only criticism is that Group Therapy thrown in the mix. The synths are ubiquitous and the vocals cheesy but there’s a reason these guys are known urban artists. Due to the MCA’s renovations, Primavera 2011 will be held offsite for the first time, in various locations around The Rocks Precinct. This year’s show focuses on artists who work beyond the gallery space, making for an exciting and often surprising art experience. With a week off urs there are no excuses for missing this one!

Cost: Free

ALSO ON SHOW
M*A*S*K: A Group
Show

NOTES ON SHOW
Bite us! exclusive

THE MOVIE QUICKLY FLATLINES WHEN SPURLOCK STARTS WAXING LYRICAL ABOUT THE PRICE TO PAY FOR SELLING HIS SOUL AND LOSING HIS IDENTITY

THE GREATEST MOVIE EVER SOLD
STARRING AND DIRECTED BY MORGAN SPURLOCK

One day, the maker of Super Size Me decided there was too much advertising and product placement in movies, television shows, on billboards and the like. His response, in The Greatest Movie Ever Sold, is to offer himself up as a brand for sale. The movie follows Spurlock’s goal to saturate himself in marketing and become a corporate whore, putting himself through a series of obstacles arising from his various contractual obligations: he can only stay at Hyatt Hotels, for example, and gets to drive advertising and product placement in movies, television shows, on billboards and the like. His response, in The Greatest Movie Ever Sold, is to offer himself up as a brand for sale. The movie follows Spurlock’s goal to saturate himself in marketing and become a corporate whore, putting himself through a series of obstacles arising from his various contractual obligations: he can only stay at Hyatt Hotels, for example, and gets to drive advertising and product placement in movies, television shows, on billboards and the like. His response, in The Greatest Movie Ever Sold, is to offer himself up as a brand for sale. The movie follows Spurlock’s goal to saturate himself in marketing and become a corporate whore, putting himself through a series of obstacles arising from his various contractual obligations: he can only stay at Hyatt Hotels, for example, and gets to drive advertising and product placement in movies, television shows, on billboards and the like. His response, in The Greatest Movie Ever Sold, is to offer himself up as a brand for sale. The movie follows Spurlock’s goal to saturate himself in marketing and become a corporate whore, putting himself through a series of obstacles arising from his various contractual obligations: he can only stay at Hyatt Hotels, for example, and gets to drive

Cost: Free

LAST CHANCE SALOON
gbk Awardes: Where Are They Now?

NEW IN TOWN
THE ROCKS PRECINCT
Sept 8–Nov 13
As any young artist will tell you, getting your name out there on the arts scene is a tough slog. Primavera is an annual exhibition for Australian artists aged 35 and under, a celebration of the creative achievements of talented young artists. Due to the MCA’s renovations, Primavera 2011 will be held offsite for the first time, in various locations around The Rocks Precinct. This year’s show focuses on artists who work beyond the gallery space, making for an exciting and often surprising art experience. With a week off urs there are no excuses for missing this one!

Cost: Free

Rebecca Bauman, Improvised Smoke Device

Two young artists from different and diverse backgrounds form together in an attempt to peel back the concept, reveal the meanings, and disfigure the movie quickly flatlines whenever Spurlock turns to the camera and starts waxing lyrical about the price to pay for selling his soul and losing his identity. That’s the point, nucksull! These scenes so feel so redundant that they come off like a lazy attempt to create a ‘crisis of faith’ where there is none. The Greatest Movie Ever Sold marks Morgan Spurlock as an adept funnyman but a very boring philosopher.

ANDREW BLACKIE
Get your presale tix

Ever wanted VIP treatment? Arc Members get it! Get your Arc sticker to Arc them! Keep up to date at facebook.com/UNSWOktoberfest and get your tix two days before anyone else can even think about buying them! Peep up to date at facebook.com/UNSWOktoberfest

ONL Y AT THE MOVIES SEPTEMBER 1

Steve McQueen, a.k.a. 13 Assassins

For your chance to win this bad ass pass, tell us why you’d like to be an assassin for a week. Answers must be 100 words or less. Two entries per Arc Member no.

Trivia Answers

1. 80
2. False
3. True
4. False

SWIMMING

WIN 1 OF 10 Double Passes to 13 Assassins

WIN 1 OF 10 Double Passes to Submarine

WIN 1 OF 10 Double Passes to One Day
MID SESSION PARTY Prom Night

Where
ROUNDHOUSE

When
5pm
THURS
SEPT 1

Who
BONJAH • ANNA LUNDE
(Live)
The Higginbotham Super Swing Band
DJ TOM LOUD • ANUJUAL • HEY NOW

Are @ UNSW MEMBERS Free All Night • AFTER 8PM UNSW STUDENTS $5 ALL OTHERS $10

www.unswroundhouse.com